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o o o / a l A - T P  Marguerite McLean 

From: Martha Johnson (marthaj@fcta.com] 
Sent: 
To: Filings@psc.state.fl.us 
Subject: 

Attachments: 000121a - FCTA's Remaining Issues 7-16-10.pdf 

Monday, July 19, 2010 9:48 AM 

Docket No. 000121A - FCTA's Issues Remaining in Dispute 

Attached is an electronic filing for the docket referenced below. If you have any questions, please contact David 
Konuch at the number below. Thank you. 

A. The person responsible for this electronic filing is: 
David A. Konuch 
Senior Counsel, Regulatory Law and Technology 
Florida Cable Telecommunications Association 
246 E. 6tb Avenue 
Tallahassee, FL 32303 
850-68 1 - 1990 
850-681-9676 
dkonuch@,fcta.com 

B. The docket title is: In Re: Docket No. 000121 - Investigation into the establishment of operations support 
systems permanent performance measures for incumbent local exchange telecommunications companies. (AT&T 
FLORIDA TRACK) 

C. This document is filed on behalf of the Florida Cable Telecommunications Association, Inc. 

D. This document has a total of 36 pages. 

E. Description of document: FCTA's Issues Remaining in Dispute. 

Thank you, 

Martha Johnson 
Regulatory Assistant 
Florida Cable Telecommunications Association 
246 E. 6th Avenue 
Tallahassee, FL 32303 

850/681-9676 (fax) 
850/68 1-1 990 

7/19/2010 



Steve Wilkerson, President 
VIA ELECTRONIC AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 

July 16,2010 

Lisa Harvey, Assistant Director 
Jerry Hallenstein, Government Analyst II 
Pauline Evans, Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2450 Shumard Oak Blvd 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

RE: Docket No. 00121A-TP 

Dear Ms. Harvey, h4r. Hallenstein, and Ms. Evans: 

FCTA submits this letter to attempt to narrow the remaining Pssues in dispute in this proceeding. 

FCTA’s Specific Proposals and Identification of Issuea That Remain in Dispute 

1. Effectively Address Metrics that AT&T Chronically Fails By Adopting Escalator 
Proposal from Comeast’s January 15,2010 Comments. First, FCTA’s views center on 
creating incentives to curb repeated misses on metrics that have the greatwt effect on 
competition. AT&T”s July 9,2010 response to the Staff‘s recent data request underscores the 
need for creating performance incentives. AT&T responded that, from May 2009 to April 2010, 
“24 CLECs received remedies for a performance measure that failed more than six consecutive 
months.” AT&T Florida Response to June 30,2010 Staff Data Requests, Item No. 3, p. 1. 
FCTA’s goal in proposing changes to the metria is to create incentives for AT&T to fix the 
problems with these oft-missed metrics once and for all. 

Corncast’s escalator table from its January 15,2010 filing seeks to create incentives to curb these 
chronic misses. (Attachment 1 hereto.) FCTA believes that Comcast’s proposals from 
January 15,2010, contained on a single sheet of paper, should he included in my attempt to 
improve the SEEM and SQM process. 

2. Key Benchmarks AT&T is  meeting now should be retained or strengthened, not 
weakened. 

Several key benchmarks exist that AT&T routinely meets at a 98 percent level. Inexplicably, 
rather than continue this performance, AT&T seeks to lessen these key metrics to a level of 90 
percent. That would enable it to degrade its performance on key metrics that it routinely meets 
now. These metrics currently are working, as AT&T is meeting them, creating a “win-win” 
situation. AT&T meets the metrics, while the CLECs get the performance. Lowering these 
metrics would in essence ‘‘break” something that is working now. These particular metrics 
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appear to strike the right balance. They should be retained as they are, or strengthened to reflect 
AT&T’s current performance level (e.g., a metric AT&Tmeets at the 98 percent level could be 
raised from 95 percent rather than lowered to 90 percent.) Otherwise, lowering the benchmark 
as AT&T requests will enable AT&T to degmde its current performance - a step backward for 
the parties and for competition. 

These benchmarks include Percent Flow Through Service Request (0-3) (involving number 
portability, a critical metric for competitive providers); FOC Timeliness (0-9). In addition, a 
new metric that would measure the number of incomplete disconnects for non-specific LNP 
disconoects should be added. Attachment 2 hereto flags these key metries and supporting 
rationale on a single piece of paper. See also Sections lV (A), (C) and @) in FCTA’s Reply 
Comments as filed on September 3,2009 for supporting rationale (Attachment 3 hereto). 

3. Outline of FCTA’s Specific Proposals for Modifying SQM and SEEM 

The following outline identifies the portions of the SQM and SEEM plans that still need 
revision in FCTA’s view. 

1. SQM 
a. Increase and Add Key Benchmarks 

i. See Sections 1V (A), (C) and (D) in FCTA’s Reply Comments as filed on 
September 3,2009 (Attachment 3 hereto). 

2. SEEMS 
a. Tier I Remedies 

I. See Escalator Table from Comcast January 15,2010 Comments 
(Attachment 1 hereto). 

ii. Include the following ‘de-escalation’ process language as conceptualized 
by CBeyond in its February 1,2010 Comments. (Attachment 4 hereto) 
CBeyond proffered a quarterly assessment regime. FCTA does not 
oppose such considdon,  so long as the following language is tailored 
to the existhg monthly assessment regime: 

1. “Payment de-escalation process is implemented. The escalation 
of payments for consecutive months of non-compliant service 
will be matched month for month with de-escalation of payments 
for compliant service. For example, ifAT&T has 4 consecutive 
monthly “misses” it will make payments that escalate from 
month 1 to month 4 as shown in Table 2. If, in the next month, 
service meets the standard, AT&T makes no payment. A 
payment “indicator” de-escalates down from month 4 to month 
3. However, ifAT&T misses the following month, it will make 
payment at the month 3 level of Table 2 because that is where 
the payment “indicator” presently sits. If AT&T misses again 
the following month, it will make a payment that escalates back 
to the month 4 level. The payment level will de-escalate back to 
the original month 1 level only upon compliant service sufficient 
to move the payment “indicator” back to the month 1 level. This 
payment de-escalation process is necessary to ensure that AT&T 
truly eliminates discriminatory conditions and does not just 
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implement a temporary fix in order to reset the SEEM payment 
level.” 

b. Tier 11 Cannot Be Removed Without Moving Equivalent Protections to Tier I 
1. 

ii. 

iii. 

- .  
If Tier II is removed, it should be replaced with a significant penalty 
escalator that would remove the problem. Nor should any settlement 
agreement be predicated on removal of Tier E, as that is beyond the 
parties’ control. 
Some Key Tier Il Metrics have no Tier I analog. Thus, removing Tier I1 
without creating a performance measure and penalty as part of Tier I will 
create an incentive for anti-competitive behavior. Accordingly, were the 
Commission to remove Tier 11, it would need to create analog provisions 
in Tier I in order to safeguard competition. Attachment 5 hereto L i t s  
on a single sheet of paper the Tier II penalties that lack any Tier I 
analog. 
Illustrative example 

1. AT&T took issue in its 5/11 reply comments with LNP- 
Disconnect Timeliness @on-Trigger) or LDT. AT&T indicated 
this is a relatively small group of orders when placed in context 
with all porting activity. FCTA had not investigated how many 
orders are in this universe of orders. FCTA did however review 
AT&T’s failure history on this measure. AT&T has failed this 
metric continuously since March 2006. AT&T has paid 
approximately $5,000.00 per month in Tier II penalties for this 
failure during that time. AT&T added $255,000.00 to their cost 
of doing business and still had not found any reason to fix this 
problem and never attempted to address the measure in this 
forum. Eliminating Tier II payments will ensure that AT&T 
never has any incentive whatsoever to address this issue. Using 
52 orders per month as the benchmark 2,652 customer orders 
had been impacted so far. Even though each of the 2,652 orders 
represents a problem for a customer, AT&T tried to downplay its 
significance in its comments. If Tier 2 is eliminated and a weak 
Tier 1 escalator replaces it, AT&T will have no reason to address 
this issue, creating potential problems for thousands of CLEC 
customers without a remedy for the CLEC involved. Much more 
needs to be discussed before Tier n is eliminated. What Tier I 
measures need to be changed so they are no longer diagnostic 
and actually have penalties associated with them? What Tier I 
measures need to have more weight put on them because there 
are significantly more transactions of that type than any other 
type indicating it is a market opening measure? What value is 
there is placing a moratorium on discussion of measures when 
the industry is constantly shifting and the competitive landscape 
consistently changing? FCTA is willing to continue this 
discussion in workshops, or can continue the discussions via 
written comments. 

’ 

3. Redlines Must Accurately Reflect Agreements Reached in the Worksho s 
a. The accuracy of the ‘settlement’ redlines, as filed on March 23; is a 

demonstrable failure. Arduous and timeconsuming review has revealed 
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b. 

insertions and deletions that are either unsupported by the record evidence thus or 
are simply unindicated. 
Examples: 

i. SQM - References to Tier I as a SEEM measure have been deleted 
throughout. That deletion is premature as best. 

ii. SEEM 
1. Measure 4.1.12 (Cell Correction) - original plan had the words 

“or zero” following “equal to the Balancing Critical Value”. 
They are simply gone, not shown as stricken. An early version 
of the collaborative matrix show that this was to be an ‘‘Ares to 
be subject of PSC Workshop and ultimately stat7 
recommendation.” 

2. Measures 4.8.1.3 thru 4.8.1.5 (Andits-The original plan did 
not include any of this text They are now simply here, not 
shown as underlined. An early version of the collaborative 
matrix show that this too was to be an “Area ro be subject of 
PSC Workshop and ultimately staff recommendation.” 

In addition, the Commission must retain oversight and an ability to hear from parties on these 
issues on an ongoing basis. We look forward to discussing these issues with you and with AT&T 
on Monday. 

rn David A. Konuch 

Senior Counsel, Regulatory Law & Technology 
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Tier 1 (month 
Tur 2 metria. no Tier 1 remedy Dekription ., . .  . 3.4.5,6J Tier 2 
ARI 055 1 Response Interval (Pre-Orderhg) LENSEnhanced Verlgale $ 600 
ARI 
ARI 
ARi 
IA 
IA 
OAAT 
NT 
DT 
SEC 
CRA 
SCRI 

OSS 1 Response Interval (PreOrdering) LEX 
OSS 1 Response in temi  (Pre-Ordering) TAG/XML/XML Gateway 
OSS 1 Response Interval (Maintenance & Repair) 
OSS 2 OSS interface Availability (PreOderingfOrdering) Regwnal Per 055 Interface 
OSS 2 OSS interface Availabiltty (Maintenance & Repair) Regional Per OSS Interface 
0-12 Average Answer Time - Ordering Centers - CLEC Local Carrier Service Center 
CM-1Timeihes of Change Management Notices- Region 
CM 3 Timeliness of Documentation Associated with Change - Region 
CM6 Percenetage of soffware Ermn Corrected in "X" Business Days- Region 
CM7 Percentage of Change Requests Accepted or Rejected Wthin 10 Days. Region 
C M l l  Percentage ofbf tware Change Requests Implemented Within 60 Weeks of Priorltiiation - Region 

Service Order Accuracy 
Ordering 
Flow - Through 
Collocation 

$ 6.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 30.00 
$ 30.00 
$ 60.00 
$ 1.000.00 
s 1,OOO.OO 
s 1.000.00 
$ 1,000.00 
$ 1,000.00 

20,20,20,20 $ €0.00 
30,35,40,4S $ €0.00 
50,55,60,65 $ 120.00 
$ 3,165.00 $ 9.495.00 


